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Abstract: This study reviews published scientific literature on the use of tangible technologies in childhood education, in order to (a) identify the what tangible technologies have been used, (b) recognize the educational purposes and uses these technologies of, and (c) present a synthesis of the available empirical evidence on its educational effectiveness. After systematically searching in WoS, 288 relevant articles were located and analyzed using the Science Mapping Analysis Software Tool from 1968 to 2018. Then, 29 relevant papers of the last five years were included in the review study. For each article, we analyze the purpose of the study, the type of tangible technology used, the research method applied, the sample characteristics and the main results observed. The articles reviewed suggest that the main tangible technology used in childhood education is the tablet and literacy (basic and emergent) is the area most studied with promising results.
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1. Introduction

Technologies are integrated into the daily lives of people and European households have mobile devices, tablets, game consoles, robots, etc. The ages of use of mobile devices are increasingly reduced, and young children are users of games and digital content. In Europe, 63% of families allow their children to play with mobile devices and think that they can favor the development of skills (58%) and improve the creativity of the youngest (47%) [1,2].

Research on child–computer interaction has sought to provide children with technology-mediated activities where communication and collaboration are not impeded [3,4]. The challenge for researchers is to move away from personal computing, a paradigm that a user sees by device, with little or no interaction with others. In recent years, researchers like Sherry Turkle [5] have sounded the alarm about how personal devices reduce face-to-face interactions (with family and other important daily interactions), due to the distracting effect caused by mobile phones and tablets in children and adults. The proliferation of mobile devices and their use by children of all ages has opened the debate in families and school environments. In this sense, educators, having overcome the conception of technology as a danger to their development, agree with the scientific community that a responsible, educational, creative, and supervised use of mobile devices can be highly beneficial for the playful opportunities that offer and their potential for the cognitive, social, and emotional development of young children [6].
The natural interfaces (NUI) are the most appropriate for the interaction of children because it allows the user to interact with a computer application without using traditional input devices (such as the keyboard, mouse, etc.), but this interaction is done through human or natural capabilities, such as voice, gestures with the hands, movements of the body and face. Among these types of natural interfaces we find tangible interfaces and gestural interfaces [7]. Besides, tangible technologies allow the interaction and manipulation of digital information through physical objects [2]. We found the following related terms; haptic (related with the sense of touch), tactile (perceptible by the sense of touch), and tangible (capable to be perceived by the sense of touch). As tangible technologies we can consider multitouch surfaces, smartphones, tablets, robots, and technologically-enhanced toys, among others [8]. Thus, tangible interfaces achieve a real direct and active manipulation of the digital object, not only of its behavior but of the meaning or representation of the world. Children played individually or collaboratively with manipulative physical objects (blocks, puzzles, jigsaws, etc.) to learn different skills, especially in Mathematics and in early childhood education [9]. According to Piaget’s theory of development, direct manipulation of an object supports the development of thought in particular in young children. In addition, tangible technologies can increase the playful learning, engagement and reflection. Also, research has shown that children through tangible technologies can solve problems and manipulate symbolic information, expressing, reflecting, and exploring their own external representations. Some conceptual frameworks for the development of tangible technologies for learning have been created, such as the Child Tangible Interaction (CTI) [10] or the Tangible Learning Design Framework [11]. Embedding interactivity into physical objects, therefore, allows the “best of both worlds” – supporting traditional exploratory play with physical objects that can be extended and enhanced by the interactive power of digital technology. Then, tangible technologies bring promising opportunities for learning [12–15].

For this reason, in this paper we propose to analyze different tangible and gestural technologies for young children used in educational environments for the infantile stage.

The growing potential that tangible and gestural technologies have on the learning in childhood raises important questions for the field. Thus, this study conducts a systematic review to answer the following research questions.

1. What tangible technologies have been used in childhood education?
2. What has been the educational use of tangible technologies in childhood?
3. What pedagogical approach is behind of tangible technologies in childhood education?

This paper is organized as follows. First, we describe the method that we follow to do the systematic review, then the results of the review are presented, and finally, we provide concluding remarks on the main findings of this work.

2. Method

We followed a method proposed by Tsafnat [16] for systematic reviews. The method is divided into 3 main phases: preparation, appraisal, and synthesis (Table 1).

For the first analysis the inclusion/exclusion criteria are as follows.

- Quality: Articles peer-review and index (in the Web of Science (WoS): Articles were identified by searching in the Web of Science (WoS). The indexes included in the search were SCI-EXPANDED, SSCI, A&HCI, CPCI-S, CPCI-SSH, BKCI-S, BKCI-SSH, and ESCI.
- Date: We decided to study from 1968 because the Dynabook [17] was created by Alan Kay: the first tablet for children. So, the studies selected in this study were published from 1968 to 2018.
- Language (English): Databases were filtered and limited by English language and peer reviewed journals.
- Research area: The first redefining included only the specific documents of the research area: Education & Educational Research.
• Type of documents: the type of the document selected was “articles”.
• Domain: The keywords used in the search were tangible interfaces, gestural interfaces, sensors, robotics, tablets, young children, infancy, and childhood.

For further refinement, we included in the date of search the articles published in the last 5 years (2013–2018). Additionally, we considered the domain relevant articles that (1) focused on the educational use of specific tangible technology in childhood (0–6 years) and (2) as relevance of papers, the article should be cited at least once. Articles were excluded if in the paper (1) the method was not mentioned and/or (2) it covered subjects were not related to childhood education.

The search originally produced a total of 1485 papers. After the first refining by research area the search obtained 288 papers. These papers have been analyzed with SciMAT [18] to find clusters of words (explained below).

The second refining in the search by the last 5 years and the articles without cites produce 47 registers. These papers were organized into Mendeley. After screened 47 abstracts, 18 papers were eliminated because not corresponding to childhood education (0–6 years old). At the end, 29 articles remained for review of final analysis. The full study selection method is presented in Table 1 and the results are shown in Tables 2 and 3.

Table 1. Description of systematic review method applied in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Phase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Formulation of review question</td>
<td>Identification of tangible technologies, educational uses and main findings in childhood education</td>
<td>Preparation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Definition of the protocol</td>
<td>Method and tools (WoS/SciMat/Mendeley)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Definition search strategy</td>
<td>Databases (WoS) and keywords</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Search</td>
<td>Find relevant citations (WoS)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Clustering</td>
<td>Extract relevant terms and categories from documents (SciMat)</td>
<td>Appraisal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Refine and organize</td>
<td>Extract most relevant citations (WoS) and organize references (Mendeley)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Abstracts</td>
<td>Screen abstracts, remove irrelevant references</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Full texts</td>
<td>Read full texts and extract data associated to the categories of analysis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Data</td>
<td>Analysis and synthesis of extracted data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Review</td>
<td>Final report</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regarding the SciMAT tool, the procedure was as follows; First of all, the raw data were downloaded from WoS as plain text and entered into SciMAT to build the knowledge base for further science mapping analysis; it contains the bibliographic information stored by WoS per each research document. Those words representing the same concept were grouped. Because some documents did not contain any keywords, a manual addition of descriptive keywords matching title words with keywords present in the knowledge base was carried out for completeness purposes. Furthermore, some meaningless keywords in this context, such as stop words or words with a very broad and general meaning were removed. The procedure of analysis in SciMAT is described step-by-step in Figure 1.
In the following section we describe the results that we obtained after the quantitative and qualitative analysis of the documents.

3. Results

In this section we present the results of two different analyses of the documents: (a) the quantitative analysis of 288 documents made in the Science Mapping Analysis Software Tool (SciMAT) and (b) the complete qualitative analysis of 29 documents.

3.1. Science Mapping Analysis (Clustering)

The number of documents analyzed in the SciMAT was 288 from 1968 to 2018 and corresponding to the tangible technologies of the research area education and educational research. The clusters found in the analysis were the following: digital technologies, coding, literacy, and pedagogical approach (Table 2).

Table 2. Clusters found in the SciMAT analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Centrality</th>
<th>Centrality Range</th>
<th>Density</th>
<th>Density Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coding</td>
<td>24.88</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>46.81</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital-Technologies</td>
<td>41.26</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20.21</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Literacy</td>
<td>38.76</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>38.07</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedagogical Approach</td>
<td>35.06</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>11.55</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unit of analysis = Words.

The strategic diagram of clusters (Figure 2) shows that “coding” is a highly developed and isolated theme and “literacy” is a motor theme. The “digital technologies” cluster is a central, basic, and transversal theme and the “pedagogical approach” is basic, transversal, emerging, or declining theme.
Figure 2. Strategic diagram of core documents (citations count) and meaning.

Figure 3 shows the keywords of a detected theme with its interconnections in a network graph named thematic network or clusters’ network. Each thematic/cluster network is labeled using the most significant keyword (central theme). Several keywords are interconnected and the volume of spheres is proportional to the numbers of documents of each keyword, respectively, and the thickness of the link is proportional to the equivalence index. Analyzing the cluster networks of the core documents (Figure 3) we found the set of words most cited around each thematic. Regarding the “digital technologies” subject, the most cited words found in documents are technologies, tablet-computers, text, perspective, and collaboration. In the case of the thematic “coding”, the keywords that composed its network are robotic, STEAM, computational thinking, school, and gender. On the thematic of “literacy”, the words most cited were early-childhood, Ipads, mobile technologies, touch-screen tablets, and language. Around the “pedagogical approach” area we found the following keywords; game-based learning, special needs, classroom, and motivation.
3.2. Analysis of Documents

We refined the search by limiting the period of time to the last 5 years and excluding the noncited papers. Then, we organized the papers into Mendeley and screened the abstracts of 47 documents with the purpose to exclude papers not focused on childhood (0–6 years old). Finally, 29 papers were analyzed according to the purpose of the study, the type of technology used, the research method applied, the sample characteristics, and the results observed. Table 3 summarizes the documents analyzed in this section.

Figure 3. Cluster networks of core documents (sum citations).
Table 3. Summary of documents analyzed in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>References</th>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Research method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cluster: Digital Technologies—Research Questions: 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Age: 7.33 (mean)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Children: Classroom/A case</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[21] Gülay Ogelman, Güngör, Körükçü, &amp; Erten Sarkaya, 2018</td>
<td>Television, portable computers, tablets and smartphones</td>
<td>162 children aged between 5 and 6 years old</td>
<td>Questionnaires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[22] Edwards et al., 2018</td>
<td>Tablets</td>
<td>Children: 70 aged between 4 and 5 years.</td>
<td>Pilot experimental study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster: Coding—Research Questions: 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[24] Kanaki &amp; Kalogiannakis, 2018</td>
<td>Smartphones</td>
<td>Children aged between 4–8 years old.</td>
<td>Observation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[26] Alhinty, 2015b</td>
<td>Tablets</td>
<td>22 children</td>
<td>Qualitative research (participant observation, focus groups, semistructured interviews and blogging)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster: Literacy—Research Questions: 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[27] Lu, Ottenbreit-Leftwich, Ding, &amp; Glazewski, 2017</td>
<td>Tablets</td>
<td>4 teachers</td>
<td>Observation and Interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[28] Neumann, 2018b</td>
<td>Tablets</td>
<td>Children: 48 aged 2–5 years</td>
<td>Pre–post-test randomized controlled study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[29] Reeves, Gunter, &amp; Lacey, 2017</td>
<td>Tablets</td>
<td>Children: 28 (4–5 years old) from 2 pre-kindergarten classrooms</td>
<td>VPK Assessment, two groups (experimental and control) Florida Department of Education assessment (FLDOE).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>References</td>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>Sample</td>
<td>Research method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[31] Kervin, 2016</td>
<td>Tablets</td>
<td>6 families (12 parents and 7 preschooler children)</td>
<td>Qualitative (semistructured interviews and observations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[33] Patchan &amp; Puranik, 2016</td>
<td>Tablets</td>
<td>54 preschool children (aged 41–65 months) in 21 small groups</td>
<td>Two individual assessments: letter naming and letter writing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[34] Schacter et al., 2016</td>
<td>Tablets</td>
<td>Children = 100</td>
<td>Randomized controlled trial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[36] Neumann, 2016</td>
<td>Tablets</td>
<td>57 children aged between 2–4 years old.</td>
<td>Emergent literacy assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[37] Dunn, Gray, Moffett, &amp; Mitchell, 2018</td>
<td>Tablets</td>
<td>6 children of 5 schools</td>
<td>Focus group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster: Pedagogical Approach. Research Questions: 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[38] Kucirkova, 2017</td>
<td>Tablets</td>
<td>3 Teachers</td>
<td>Codesign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster: Other. Research Questions: 1, 2, 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[39] Sullivan &amp; Bers, 2016b</td>
<td>Robots</td>
<td>45 children (4–7 years old)</td>
<td>Qualitative interviews (pre–post), Solve-its</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[40] Moore &amp; Adair, 2015</td>
<td>Tablets</td>
<td>Pre-kindergarteners and preservice teachers in early childhood education coursework</td>
<td>Qualitative (Observation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[41] Arnott, Grogan, &amp; Duncan, 2016</td>
<td>Tablets</td>
<td>Children aged 3–5 years old</td>
<td>Video diaries/Observation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[42] Fleer, 2014</td>
<td>Tablets</td>
<td>25 children, range of 3.3 to 4.4; mean of 3.8 years.</td>
<td>Video observation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We grouped the references in four categories according to the previously found clusters: digital technologies, coding, literacy, and pedagogical approach. Also, each category is related to the research questions of this study. Thus, the cluster about digital technologies answers RQ1, the clusters coding and literacy answers RQ2, and the cluster on the pedagogical approach answers RQ3. We added the category “other” for those analyzed documents that focus on other relevant research topics on tangible technologies in childhood education. In the following we describe the references analyzed by category.

### 3.2.1. Digital Technologies

The study found different digital technologies used in early childhood education such as IoT devices and wearables, tablets, and robots. Some authors [19] studied the impact and benefits of using IoT/wearable technologies the teaching process. The method applied in the work was experimental (observation/survey) with 15 children with a mean age of 7.33. The children are more easily motivated in IoT environments and with wearables than playing around a tablet. They concluded that data captured by the wearable and IoT devices can be an invaluable source of information to the instructors.

The role and nature of play in young children’s use of toys that connect physical and digital domains has been studied by Marsh [20]. The types of technology used were mainly tablets and apps. The method followed was a survey and direct observation. The survey was carried out with 2000 parents of children aged 0–5, and they studied a classroom and a single case conducted a direct observation. They found that young children’s play increasingly connects digital and nondigital domains and children play connected digital and nondigital components in complex ways. Also, they found that physical and digital domains and the inorganic objects embedded in the electronic toy and the related app were an important element of play. Other research [21] determined the predictive effect of technology use durations of 5–6-year-old children on their social skill levels and social status. The types of technologies studied were television, portable computers, tablets and smartphones. They applied different questionnaires (‘Determination of Use of Technology by Children–Parent Form’, the ‘Social Skills Evaluation Scale’, ‘The Picture Sociometry Scale’, and ‘The Personal Information Form’) to parents of 162 children aged 5 and 6 years. The main findings of this study include that the use of mobile technologies had no predictive effect on the social skill level, whereas, some mobile devices have predictive effects on the social preference and social impact.

Other researchers [22] identified young children’s internet cognition and consequent levels of cyber safety awareness. The technologies analyzed by this study were tablets. They conducted a pilot study as a randomized trial to two groups (experimental and control) formed by 48 children in the intervention group and 22 children in the control group (n = 70) and aged between four and five years. The main contribution of this study were that everyday concepts likely to form the basis of young children’s thinking about the internet as a platform for cyber safety education in the early years.

Mertala [23] conducted a study about the ideas and wishes of children about using digital media and games in preschool. The types of digital technologies studied were computers, tablets, cameras, and television. The method followed in the study included children’s drawings and the tell conversation method (interviews). The sample was formed by 103 children aged 5–6 years old from five kindergartens. As main results of this work, they found that the 83 % of the children expressed a desire to play digital games in preschool and making games with children is an efficient method for practicing critical game literacy. Also, early childhood educators have reported digital cameras as being motivational and easy to use tools for children and tablets are now mostly used for playing games in preschool and in homes.

### 3.2.2. Coding

In this section we describe the found articles regarding with coding in early childhood education. A research [24] studied the teaching basic object-oriented concepts, coding, and computational thinking using smartphones. They used the observational method. The sample was formed by children aged
between 4 and 8 years old. They concluded that it is possible to introduce object-oriented programming concepts into a game-based learning environment in early years.

Another article about coding was presented by Elkin, Sullivan & Bers [25]. They established the foundational programming concepts using the Robot (KIBO) and the Positive Developmental Technology framework. In the study they observed 64 children aged 3–5 years old from seven classrooms. They concluded that children as young as age 3 could create syntactically correct programs for the KIBO robot, although older preschoolers (closer to age 5) performed better than younger preschoolers on a standardized programming task.

In this sense, another related paper was developed by Bers [44] about the teaching and learning of computational thinking with TangibleK curriculum using robots. The method followed was the iterative testing, analysis, and refinement of an educational intervention conducted with three teachers and 53 children, aged between 4 and 6 years old. The conclusion was that robotic manipulatives allow children to develop fine motor skills and hand–eye coordination while also engaging in collaboration and teamwork. Because the tangible programs and robots exist off-screen, children are drawn to investigate the work of other children, work collaboratively, and negotiate sharing materials, as well as develop their fine motor skills. Children actively engage in problem-solving and learn powerful ideas from computer science and robotics, including core concepts of computational thinking.

3.2.3. Literacy

Several articles have analyzed the literacy using technologies in early childhood. An article [27] studied basic literacy skills as well as the teacher’s practices and the technology integration of classrooms using tablets (Ipads). They carried out direct observations in classrooms and interviewed four teachers. They found that developmentally appropriate approaches engaged students in child-centered digital production projects.

Another study was carried out by Neumann [9] on emerging literacy skills using tablets. They developed a re-post-test randomized controlled study with 48 children aged 2–5 years. Main conclusion of this work is that tablets can positively support letter name and sound learning and aspects of emergent writing development. Other work [29] studied emergent literacy and early math skills with a group of pre-K students using tablets. Main goals of the study included the use of mobile technology to enhance instruction, use informal feedback from students to guide app selection, and determination of how interactive mobile learning affected academic achievement. They applied the VPK Assessment to two groups (experimental and control) and FLDOE to 28 children (4–5 years old) from two pre-kindergarten classrooms. They found that students can benefit from targeted instruction in the four skill areas assessed in the study (i.e., print knowledge, phonological awareness, mathematics, and oral language) during the pre-K year. They also concluded that mobile learning using informal feedback to guide instruction significantly increased students’ phonological awareness and mathematics skills. However, mobile learning using informal feedback from students had no significant effect on students’ oral language and their vocabulary skills.

Other researchers studied the role that digital experiences play in emergent literacy development e-books and digital games [30]. They conducted a literature review about digital texts such as e-books, and concluded that these technologies can foster emergent literacy skills, but the benefits of e-books may be dependent on its quality.

A research [31] studied basic literacy skills and the role ‘digital play’ in pedagogical interactions using tablets. The researcher conducted a qualitative (semistructured interviews and observations) study with six families (12 parents and 7sevenpreschooler children). Main conclusions included that digital play can be playful and support creativity, encourage exploration and activate real-world connections. Also, mobile and multitouch screens of tablet technologies have changed the way the youngest children interact with images, sounds and ideas.
Other paper [32] studied tablets and emergent literacy in young children at the home and at preschool classrooms. They conducted a literature review founding that tablets have the potential to foster emergent writing and letter knowledge.

Patchan & Puranik [33] studied how technology could support young children’s emergent writing skills, in particular tablets. They conducted two individual assessments: letter naming and letter writing with 54 preschool children (ages 41–65 months) in 21 small groups. They found that tablets helped students to improve writing, reading, and math abilities. An enhanced tactile experience was more beneficial for learning to write on a tablet computer than increasing the similarity between the practice tasks and the transfer task.

A research [34] tested a tablet intervention designed to improve at-risk preschoolers’ mathematics performance (Math Shelf). A randomized controlled trial was carried out with 100 children divided into experimental and control groups. Students experimental group performed statistically significantly better (Cohen’s $d = 0.57$) than comparison students (control group) at posttest.

Miller & Warschauer [35] studied e-reading using tablets through a literature review. They found that shared-reading interventions can improve oral language and print knowledge of young children. Neumann [36] analyzed the preschoolers’ home use of tablets and emergent literacy (writing and reading). Children completed an emergent literacy assessment (print concepts, letter name and sound knowledge, numeral name knowledge, letter writing, and initial phoneme retrieval) at the child’s childcare center. Parents completed a home questionnaire about family demographics and home literacy and tablet activities. Fifty-seven children aged between 2 and 4 years old. Positive association found between access to apps and print knowledge. Positive association found between writing with tablets and print and sound knowledge. Tablet writing may be a key activity for early literacy learning.

Neumann [36] conducted a study about the home access and use of tablets for emergent literacy skills (letter name and sound, numeral identification, print concepts and name writing). They assessed 109 children aged between 3 and 5 years old in their preschool and conducted a home questionnaire for parents. No relationships were found between time on tablets and emergent literacy skills. Most parents (69%) reported that tablets were easy for their child to operate and believed tablets support early literacy development (70%). Fifty-three percent believed children should have access to tablets at preschool.

A research [37] studied the impact of tablets upon literacy and numeracy, as well other areas of the curriculum. A focus group was conducted with six children of five schools. They found potential conflict from sharing devices. The majority of children expressed a preference for collaborative use. Also, children described literacy activities (such as letter recognition and writing) and numeracy activities (such as matching and ordering) as games.

### 3.2.4. Pedagogical Approach

Regarding the pedagogical approaches, we found in the literature reviewed the followings: Constructionism [44], ADDIE [24], TPACK [38], Self-Determination Theory [45], Positive Technological Development [25,39,45,46], Theory of Mobile Learning [45], and Game-based Learning [24]. Also, Kucirkova [38] proposed guidelines for designing educational apps for Ipads. The researcher carried out a codesign workshop with three teachers. Then, a framework “Research, Practice and Design framework” (rRPD) with key principles for designing educational iPad apps was proposed. Other authors [38] studied the influence of TPACK contextual factors on early childhood educators for tablet use. A survey was conducted with 411 preschool educators serving 3–5-year-olds in school-based, center-based, and head start preschool programs. Main findings were that teachers use different types of apps (literacy, STEM, and general apps) and their attitudes toward the value of technology to aid children’s learning are critical to understanding how teachers incorporate tablets into the learning environment. Neumann [47] studied the types of scaffolding behaviors (cognitive, affective, and technical scaffolding) provided by parents during joint tablet activities related to child age and home use. The researcher applied observation and video recording of activities and a questionnaire...
to fifty-five parent–child pairs (mean child age = 3.49 years). The main conclusion was that younger children require more scaffolding by parents.

An article [45] studied the educational and motivational affordances of tablets apps in 22 children for the teaching and learning of English as foreign language using an exploratory qualitative case study design. The research focused into the study of motivation using the Self-determination theory. The findings indicate that the technological affordances of tablets and their capacity to mediate and encourage social interaction and collaborative learning motivate children to use tablets to learn English both in classroom settings and beyond.

3.2.5. Other Findings

Despite the clusters analyzed previously, in the documents [39–43] we found other important results. Sullivan & Bers [39] studied gender and early childhood technology interventions using robots. They conducted a qualitative research based in interviews (pre–post) and a rubric (Solve-its) with 45 children of 4–7 years old. They found young children were beginning to form opinions about which technologies and tools would be better suited for boys and girls. No significant differences between boys and girls on the robotics and simple programming tasks were found. Boys performed significantly better than girls on the advanced programming tasks such as, using repeat loops with sensor parameters.

Moore & Adair [40] conducted a qualitative research to analyze social interactions using tablets. The sample was formed by pre-kindergarteners and preservice teachers in early childhood education coursework. They found a variety of spatial arrangements and management of children’s engagement with tablets (i.e., some teachers used timers and waiting lists to regulate the amount of time children spent working with digital tools).

Other researchers [41] studied the development of creativity with children aged 3–5 years old using tablets. They analyzed video diaries and observation of the children using tablets. Main findings included the tablet offered a mechanism to allow children to articulate their creative play.

Fleer [42] analyzed the relations between play and learning with digital tablets through the video observation of 25 children, aged between 3.3 to 4.4 (mean of 3.8 years). The study found a new kind of relation between play and learning: tablet activity can be conceptualized as consistent and iterative microgenetic movements within a concrete activity setting.

Another authors [43] studied touch interactions (the use of hands and fingers for touching tablets) through video observation of children in a free finger painting activity and coloring in both paper and digital environments. Interactions of eleven children of four years old were analyzed. They found differential benefits and limitations of the use of tablets (or touch screen technologies) in preschool learning contexts, and overall seem to suggest that these technologies should be used as a complement to other activities, without lessening a prioritizing of messy, sensory experiences, such as physical painting, at this stage of child development. And, it seems that the tablet facilitates important mark making activity in preschool children. Also, they found more index finger interaction.

4. Conclusions

In this paper we present a systematic review about tangible technologies in childhood education following the method proposed by Tsafnat [16]. After the automatic analysis of 1485 papers with Science Mapping Analysis Software Tool (SciMAT) and a complete analysis of 29 articles we now address the research questions of this work.

RQ1: What tangible technologies have been used in childhood education? If we observe the clustering, the cluster on digital technologies is direct related with RQ1. The most cited words found linked to this cluster were technologies, tablet computers, text, perspective, and collaboration. As we can see, this type of analysis does not tell us so much about the type of technologies used in childhood education. However, in the analysis of documents we found that the tangible technologies used in kindergarten were tablets (in particular Ipads), smartphones, robots, portable computers,
television, cameras, IoT, and wearables; Regarding the software, the most used were apps, e-books and digital games.

RQ2: What has been the educational use of tangible technologies in childhood? We observe in the clustering that coding is an important area of work in the childhood education, and around it the research is about gender, STEAM, and computational thinking in schools. Additionally, the analysis of documents reaffirms this finding, observing that children using manipulative robots, tablets and smartphones can learn to code, while they are developing fine motor skills, hand-eye coordination, and collaboration, among other skills.

The other main educational use of tangible technologies found through clustering was “literacy”. From the words around this cluster (early-childhood, Ipads, mobile technologies, touch-screen tablets and language), only “language” refers to an educational use of tangible technologies. However, in the analysis of documents we found that the tablets helped students to improve writing, reading, and math abilities, and apps, e-books and games has been used as digital tools.

RQ3: What pedagogical approach is behind tangible technologies in childhood education? We found in the clustering the following keywords around pedagogical approach: game-based learning, special needs, classroom, and motivation. However, in the analysis of documents we found several pedagogical approaches and frameworks used in childhood education with tangible technologies: Constructionism, ADDIE, TPACK, Self-Determination Theory, Positive Technological Development, Theory of Mobile Learning, and Game-based Learning. These set of principles has been used in the designing of educational apps by designers, for designing educational activities by teachers or to support scaffolding by parents in home use of educational technologies.

Besides, other research topics related to tangible technologies and childhood education that have been found in this review include gender and early childhood interventions, social interactions, creativity, relation of play and learning, and sensory experiences (uses of hands and fingers for touching).

Finally, note that the results presented in this paper shows the current trends in tangible technologies and childhood education, but, with some limitations, due to the exclusion of papers written in other languages different of English and/or published in journals and conferences not including in the WoS.
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